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T was sad to read of Mark’s experience at the Keeneland

sales documented in two pieces in his Bletherings column

in September on www.markjohnstonracing.com. 

That he considers there are relatively few horses attractive for

purchase there took the wind out of my sails, for it formerly was

my thinking that there had been a resurgence in US bloodstock

recently, judged by the stellar race times horses are now running

in North America. 

For well over a decade, the times of two-turn races were

substandard. The emphasis was on cheap speed. But, just as the

trend reached its nadir, along came American Pharoah, Arrogate

and several others. 

These are not dirt runners who conform to their popular

portrayal as one-dimensional speedballs; these are horses with

brilliant speed and gears, with dimensions and acceleration, and,

most importantly, classic stamina. Arrogate is easily the

strongest stayer I have ever measured. The times he has run are

outstanding by any standards, and he is far from alone.

Many of the better US sires get runners who finish strongly

run dirt races superbly, notably Tapit, Curlin and Candy Ride. In

theory, they ought to get high-class turf runners, just like their

predecessors who stemmed from the Northern Dancer line did.

For the last 50 years, European racing has been built on North

American bloodlines.

But, make no mistake, I am not having to confront the

physical reality of buying their offspring to race here. And it is

sobering to read of the issues which greatly experienced

horsemen encounter. That has caused me to change my mind.

How much have the statistics of the American-bred sire

declined in Britain in the last 20 years? That’s something I can

contribute to the debate, and the results are truly shocking.

Figure 1 shows the percentage of all wins in Britain since 1997

by a US-bred sire -  a sire with the suffix (USA).

The question for the data analyst is whether this is a function of

fashion, efficacy, or fashion simply following a decline in

efficacy. Figure 2 (below) should help to answer this:

As usual, let’s go over the columns of the table carefully:

Year: the calendar year of racing for the sampled in Britain

Wins: the total wins (not individual winning horses) ie the

number of races

by US-bred sire: the number of races won by a sire with the

(USA) suffix

IV: Impact Value – the ratio of wins to expected wins given the

field-size

Share: the % of all races won by a US-bred sire

The key metric here is our old friend, Impact Value, which is

Strike Rate’s more intelligent relative. Field-sizes in Britain have

shrunk, so if you use Strike Rate as a longitudinal (historic)

measure of efficacy, it seems like everything has got better

because what was 1 out of 12 or 8.5% is now 1 out of 10 or

10%!

Impact Value corrects for this. And the rate of decline in this

case is notable. An Impact Value of 1.07 in 2000 means that US-

bred stallions won 7% more races than they were entitled by

random chance. Last year and this, they won 3% less than

numeric entitlement. 
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The decline of the American-

Figure 1: Graph showing sharp decline in the percentage of
wins by a sire with a USA suffix

Year Wins by US-bred sire IV share

1997 4143 1952 1.04 47.1

1998 4216 1995 1.06 47.3

1999 4350 2078 1.05 47.8

2000 4352 2164 1.07 49.7

2001 4439 2184 1.07 49.2

2002 4575 2179 1.05 47.6

2003 4772 2255 1.05 47.3

2004 5251 2279 0.99 43.4

2005 5314 2394 1.04 45.1

2006 5569 2425 1.00 43.5

2007 5679 2464 1.02 43.4

2008 6140 2563 0.99 41.7

2009 6274 2606 1.03 41.5

2010 6327 2324 0.98 36.7

2011 6284 1999 0.96 31.8

2012 6125 1716 0.99 28.0

2013 6424 1603 0.96 25.0

2014 6319 1384 0.97 21.9

2015 6273 1227 1.00 19.6

2016 6300 991 0.97 15.7

2017 5189 719 0.97 13.9

Figure 2: Table shows how share of wins by US-bred sires
and Impact Value have declined
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In fact, the correlation coefficient (a measure of the

association between two variables) between Year and Impact

Value is -0.85 indicating a strong, negative relationship.

The downturn in the US-bred sire is most evident in better

races: in 2005, a staggering 46.1% of all Class 1 and Class 2

races went to horses whose sire had a (USA) suffix. That figure

was just 13.6% last year and is lower still this year.

Now, the (USA) suffix is not a marker of the decline of the

American thoroughbred in general. Remember, the great

Sadler’s Wells had the (USA) suffix, and he was based at

Coolmore in Ireland. The suffix doesn’t correlate with the

quality of the US thoroughbred, their sales companies,

production values or medication. There is likely a negative

feedback loop here: the perception that US-bred sires are less

attractive leads to fewer yearlings by US-bred sires being

purchased which leads to lower-quality racehorses by US-bred

sires.

In statistical parlance, the (USA) stands in this study as a

lagged marker of the impact of the US-bred stallion in Britain.

That is all. The numbers are declining because fewer runners are

around with sires bearing the (USA) suffix, whether those sires

raced here or in the US, or stood here or in the US. (The term

‘lagged’ refers to a coefficient (marker) of some effect which has

a delayed effect across time.)

Like many data sets, the numbers in this study need a

domain-specific explanation; that is, one by an expert in the

field such as Mark who can judge the evidence empirically,

rather than by mathematical abstraction.

Numbers are facts. Facts have a bad reputation in the modern

era; some politicians seem to think we live in a post-fact world.

But facts require interpretation, and in turn interpretation is

supported by facts. Facts and expert opinion are not in tension

with one another but should be mutually supportive. This is a

good example. 

By 

James Willoughby

HE relationship between shrinking field-sizes and

higher Strike Rates to which I referred above leads to

what is political referred to as a ‘statistical paradox’ –

aka a foul-up. There are numerous famous examples in the

canon of statistics that highlight pitfalls of the subject.

Here is one of my favourites you might have read about. In

the last 20 years using available GB and Ireland data, here is a

table of winners (W), runners (R)) and Strike Rate (SR) of

horses on the day when they were fitted with blinkers for the

first, second and third time:

The strike-rate of horses in blinkers the third time (9.3%) is

higher than horses who wore blinkers for the second time

(8.8%) and higher still than horses who wore blinkers the first

time. 

Hey kids, if blinkers don’t work the first time, keep trying!

Horses take a while to get used to them, right? 

This analysis has appeared numerous times, but is plain

wrong. It is an example of the problem of sampling bias. The

size of the samples in the rows marked ‘1st time’, ‘2nd time’

and ‘3rd time’ is a clue here. The probability of a horse

wearing blinkers for the second and subsequent times is

conditional on what happened when it wore them the first

time: horses who won or ran well in first-time blinkers have

them retained at a higher rate than those who ran poorly in

them. The sample-size (denoted by the ‘R’ for ‘Runners’

column) decreases.

To remove the bias from the sample, we need to consider

only those horses who appear in all three rows.  That is,

horses who were tested for the effect of ‘blinkered 1st time’,

‘blinkered 2nd time’ AND ‘blinkered 3rd time’, so that we are

testing the effect of subsequent applications of blinkers at the

margin.

Here is what happens when the data is sampled correctly:

Notice how the sample-size in the R column is now the

same? Hey presto, we are using the same group of horses to

test the hypothesized effect. Real science! You wouldn’t test

the quality of shoe leather by sampling from postmen in one

group and television executives in another, because the first

group tend to walk a lot more. A similar principle works here.

So, to generalise to the racing population: the effect of

applying blinkers to a horse tends to wear off.  

Some horses take to them really well and their Strike Rate

doesn’t suffer over time, but for the most part the statistics

agree with the common-sense prior: blinkers trigger the fight-

or-flight response the first time, but horses get wise to what is

going on.

Don’t be blinkered to paradoxes

T

Blinkers W R SR

1st time 1652 23621 7.0

2nd time 1128 12822 8.8

3rd time 802 8585 9.3

Blinkers W R SR

1st time 1275 8585 14.9

2nd time 1051 8585 12.2

3rd time 802 8585 9.3




